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Day 1:  Session 1, 2 and 3: The 4 EnQ Entrepreneurial Species 
 

 Introduction: The Effort versus Return Entrepreneurial Success Ladder 
where we explore the effort ratios and critical purpose of making 
money to a business leader 

 The 4-C’s Quadrant: Why we approach business differently, according 
to how we combine what we know (our skill set) with how we think (our 
mind set) 

 The 4 EnQ Species: Through case studies and interactive personal 
and group work we explore the less successful EnQ entrepreneurial 
“species” territories. This knowledge base functions to increase our 
awareness of the territories we might tend towards if left to our “natural” 
approaches and previous learning. The on-line EnQ species 
assessment will be available to participants through the added Young 
Lions - Lion Space membership, to complete in their own time and for 
their own interest and future planning. We also explore the less 
successful EnQ species traits in the social media and leadership 
arenas. 

 
Day 1: Session 4 and 5 The EnQ Vision Model:  
 

 Holding ourselves up: How to move from pointing “magnetic north” to 
pointing “true north” (in other words to point our focus towards what we 
really want from our lives) 

 Purpose is not a place: From needs to wants through our filters, values 
and early education 

 Our engine room: Aligning our conscious and subconscious drivers to 
move our actions from fear based to purpose based 

 How much do we need? How to align what we want for “Me Inc” with 
how much we need to make through focused decision making and 
business/income design 

 This workshop is where we build our foundation for resilience, 
commitment and focus and is one of the most popular of the course. 

 
Day 1: Session 6: The EnQ Lions Paw Print:  
 

 The value of you: Identifying and leveraging through “what we got” 

 A-lioning our strengths to leverage our results 
 
 
Day 2: Session 1, 2 and 3 : The EnQ Lions Paw Print (cont): 
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 Systems and Stakeholders: How to structure our business around 
ourselves and fill in for “what we don’t got” 

 Sell Yourself: How to drive our business growth by effectively 
communicating our value and our relevance 

 Circles of Empowerment Interaction Styles: We learn to identify and 
value differences and work with them to structure, grow and lead our 
business 

 Listening Sells: Simply the most powerful sales tool Sandy teaches – 
you have to be there! 

 
Day 2: Session 4: The EnQ Business Focus Plan and Cash Flow Tools 
 

 How to connect our results intimately to our open headspace as the 
lion does to his pride.  

 Focus by numbers: How to drive our actions appropriately and ensure 
we make the best decisions in the face of challenges  

 From cash flow crisis to creative: How advance warning helps us to 
think creatively and problem solve effectively 
 

Day 2: Session 5: The EnQ 3- Zone Leadership Positioning Model:  
 

• Where we have to position ourselves- and when -to ensure that we 
become the “Lion on the Hill” in our industry. 

 
Day 2: Session 6: The ego and Intelligence Relationship for Business 
Leadership: 
 

 The detrimental ego effects of other types intelligences in business 
leadership 

 
 
“The EnQ teachings were really helpful, particularly now that I know my 
species style and interaction style. I have a lot more understanding of myself 
as a person, as well as being able to identify those around me. Its good 
because I can apply the things I have learned in life in general, and while the 
skills and knowledge I have gained here will definitely be of use in the 
business world; I can apply them to other aspects of life as well”. EnQ Pilot 
Student, New Zealand 
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